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A global force for safety Fassmer has a long tradition of building rescue, life and tender boats for many  
international Navy fleets. Our in-house research and design department is  
constantly working to further improve the safety and reliability of our products,  
forcing our engineers to stay up-to-date with this cutting-edge industry.  
Our wealth of experience and knowledge places our highly customisable  
state-of-the-art Navy vessels among the best that are available today. 
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SFB 10.1 with three operators: helmsman, engine operator and navigator

Special Forces boat  

The Fassmer SFB 10.1 is the perfect choice when 
a high-performance tender is required. This 10m 
rigid-hull inflatable boat (RIB) for up to 15 crew 
members has a deep v-hull for optimal ride  
characteristics, a flexible seating arrangement 
and a centre steering console. The hull is  
constructed from high-grade composite  
materials and equipped with a multi-chamber 
tube with a sliding fixation for easy replacement 
of individual elements. 

>> Special military “ship to shore” operations

>> Boarding / accessing other vessels

>>  Ideal for support operations like escort, transport, 
medical ambulance, diving support, rescue 

>> Twin inboard diesel engines paired with water jets 

SFB 10.1

LSA Code
5.1 (exceeds length of 

8.5 m)

Max. Capacity (Person) 15

Length (mm) 10,100

Width (mm) 3,500

Height (mm) 3,600

Weight fully equipped,  
without persons (kg)

min. 5,000

Engine inboard diesel

Power max. 2 x 435 hp

Propulsion Waterjet (2x)

Speed (knots) approx. 40

Towing force (N) 21,000
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FASSMER hoisting hook

Lifeboat and  
tender boat

The Fassmer Navy lifeboat and tender boat  
SEL-RT 7.7 is compact and custom-designed  
for its own individual purpose, depending on  
the operational scope of the mother ship, and  
designed to be used in harsh sea and military 
conditions. They are customized from the  
onset to fulfil specific project demands, and  
also fulfil all legal requirements for lifeboats.

>> Meet special Navy requirements 

>> Fully IMO / SOLAS certified

>> Different dark or grey colours available

>> Different hoisting hook solutions available

>> Inboard jet-driven diesel engine

>> Self-righting 

>> Made of fiberglass-reinforced polyester resin

>>  Foam sandwich construction – absolutely  
unsinkable

>> Closed-cell buoyancy foam

 

SEL-RT 7.7

LSA Code 4.5 + 5.1

Max. Capacity (Person) Rescueboat: 6, Tender boat: 18, Lifeboat: 24

Length (mm) 7,740

Width (mm) 2,500

Height (mm) 2,500

Weight fully equipped,  
without persons (kg)

3,600

Engine inboard diesel

Power max. 370 hp

Propulsion Waterjet

Speed (knots) Rescueboat: 30, Tender boat: 25, Lifeboat: 6

Towing force (N) 8,630
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The lightweight sprinter 

Fassmer’s FRIR 6.25 is a fast rescue boat with a 
rigid hull and a lightweight inflatable fender.  
The tube fender is completely mounted with 
Keder rails – without gluing – enabling a full 
tube replacement in only four hours. When  
docking alongside another vessel, e.g. for the 
transfer of people, the fender’s shock absorption 
properties are excellent. And, last but not least,  
it offers spacious and comfortable seating  
possibilities when inflated. 

>> Operate from naval vessels

>> Serve as lifeboats and for various other operations

>> GRP hull structure for heavy-endurance operations

>>  Inboard diesel motor/waterjet propulsion ensures  
a speed of up to 34 knots

>> Fully IMO/SOLAS certified 

>>  Meet special Navy requirements, e.g. ability to  
withstand heavy impact while in service, etc. 

>> Reduce downtimes to a minimum, easy to maintain 

FRIR 6.25

LSA Code 5.1

Max. Capacity (Person) 10

Length (mm) 6,250

Width (mm) 2,630

Height (mm) 2,650

Weight fully equipped,  
without persons (kg)

min. 1,650

Engine inboard diesel

Power max. 230 hp

Propulsion Waterjet

Speed (knots)
 3 Persons: 34 

1,000 kg payload: 24

Towing force (N) 6,500
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The sturdy sprinter 

Fassmer’s FRR 7.0 is a fast rescue boat with a  
rigid hull and an elastic foam fender in a canvas 
cover. This low-maintenance and extremely  
damage-tolerant fender solution is easy to repair, 
because replacement of individual foam blocks  
is uncomplicated. The solid foam fender has  
better damping and fendering characteristics 
than conventional skirting boards. 

>> Operate from naval vessels

>> Serve as lifeboats and for various other operations

>> GRP hull structure for heavy-endurance operations

>>  Inboard diesel motor/waterjet propulsion ensures a 
speed of up to 33 knots

>> Fully IMO/SOLAS certified 

>>  Meet special Navy requirements, e.g. ability to  
withstand heavy impact while in service, etc. 

>> Reduce downtimes to a minimum, easy to maintain 

FRR 7.0

LSA Code 5.1

Max. Capacity (Person) 17

Length (mm) 6,960

Width (mm) 2,600

Height (mm) 2,915

Weight fully equipped,  
without persons (kg)

1,850

Engine inboard diesel

Power max. 230 hp

Propulsion Waterjet

Speed (knots) 33

Towing force (N) 5,400
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